The exponential growth of the internet has led to a great deal of interest in developing useful and efficient tools and software to assist users in searching the Web. Document retrieval, categorization, routing and filtering can all be formulated as classification problems. However, the complexity of natural languages and the extremely high dimensionality of the feature space of documents have made this classification problem very difficult. We investigate four different methods for document classification: the naive Bayes classifier, the nearest neighbour classifier, decision trees and a subspace method. These were applied to seven-class Yahoo news groups (business, entertainment, health, international, politics, sports and technology) individually and in combination. We studied three classifier combination approaches: simple voting, dynamic classifier selection and adaptive classifier combination. Our experimental results indicate that the naive Bayes classifier and the subspace method outperform the other two classifiers on our data sets. Combinations of multiple classifiers did not always improve the classification accuracy compared to the best individual classifier. Among the three different combination approaches, our adaptive classifier combination method introduced here performed the best. The best classification accuracy that we are able to achieve on this seven-class problem is approximately 83%, which is comparable to the performance of other similar studies. However, the classification problem considered here is more difficult because the pattern classes used in our experiments have a large overlap of words in their corresponding documents.
INTRODUCTION
The World Wide Web (WWW) is a widely distributed and dynamic information gallery. A pessimistic estimate is that, in the last half of 1996, the www consisted of more than 60 million documents on 12 million hosts and 600,000 servers, up from 9 million hosts and 250,000 servers at the beginning of the year, and these numbers are increasing every day. These Web documents contain rich textual information, but the rapid growth of the internet has made it increasingly difficult for users to locate the relevant information quickly on the Web. This has led to a great deal of interest in developing useful and efficient tools and software to assist users in searching on the Web.
Search engines were designed to reduce the effort and information overload on the Web. Commercial search engines, such as Yahoo, HotBot, InfoSeek, WebCrawler and Lycos, etc. are examples of tools that construct indices and find information requested by a user. However, it is not uncommon that search engine queries often return some sites that have little to do with user interests. This has led to the development of intelligent agents which are playing an important role in making the internet more usable [1, 2, 3] . Document retrieval [4] , categorization [5] , routing [6] and filtering systems (agents) [1, 2] are often based on text classification. A typical classification problem can be stated as follows: given a set of labelled examples belonging to two or more classes (training data), we classify a new test sample to a class with the highest similarity. Document retrieval, routing and filtering systems, can often be viewed as a two-class classification problem where a document is labelled as relevant or non-relevant. User feedback provides a set of training examples with positive and negative labels. A document is presented to the user if it is classified as the relevant class. In document categorization, which is the topic of classification of USENET news groups [5] , we already have human indexed training data available. A classifier is used to automatically determine to which newsgroup a new document should be posted.
Text classification presents many challenges and difficulties. First, it is difficult to capture high-level semantics and abstract concepts of natural languages just from a few key words. For instance, there are many ways to represent similar concepts (e.g. agent, softbot, robot, or bot) and the same word can represent different meanings (e.g. bank can be either related to a finance problem or a river). Furthermore, semantic analysis, which is a major step in designing a natural language information retrieval system, is not well understood, although there are some techniques that have been successfully applied to limited domains [7] . Second, high dimensionality (thousands of features) and variable length, content and quality are the characteristics of a huge number of documents on the Web. These place both efficiency and accuracy demands on classification systems.
A number of methods have been discussed in the literature for document classification. These include the naive Bayes classifier [8] , decision trees [9] , nearest neighbour 538 Y. H. LI AND A. K. JAIN classifier [5] , linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [6] , logistic regression [10] and neural networks [10] . Lewis and Ringutte [9] compared their ProBayes method and a decision tree classifier (using IND package) on two data sets (Reuters newswire benchmark and MUC-3) with different numbers of features. They showed that the maximum effectiveness was reached for both algorithms when the term (feature) selection was based on collection frequency and mutual information. Pazzani et al. [11] developed a software agent that learns to rate pages on the www based on user judgement.
They also compared three different algorithms: the Bayesian classifier, decision tree (ID3) and nearest neighbour with a binary feature vector on the two categories of user preferences (hot-list and cold-list). Their experiments used only a small number of (20 to 120) training examples. The empirical results indicated that ID3 was not suited to their problem and the nearest neighbour classifier worked well over other methods when presented with a large number of examples. Schutze et al. [10] have empirically analysed how feature selection affects the three statistical classification techniques (LDA, logistic regression and neural networks) for the routing (twoclass) problems. They used optimal term selection (χ 2 measure) and latent semantic indexing (LSI) to reduce the number of features. Their experimental results showed that features based on LSI are more effective for techniques such as LDA and logistic regression, whereas neural network based classification performs well with both the feature selection methods.
In this paper, we report on our experience using news data from the Yahoo web site, which are categorized into seven groups (business, entertainment, health, international, politics, sports and technology), each item of news is indexed manually by human experts (i.e. we have labelled training examples and 'true class labels' of testing samples). Among these news groups, there are some categories that have large overlaps (such as international and politics news groups). Meanwhile, there are classes that are better separated (e.g. health and sports). So, the data is well suited for testing the classification algorithms. We apply four different classification methods: the naive Bayes classifier, nearest neighbour classifier, decision trees and subspace method to the text document classification individually. Combinations of different classifiers by simple voting, adaptive classifier selection and our own adaptive classifier combination approaches were also investigated. Due to the fact that document classification often requires working in high-dimensional feature space and with sparse data, we also study the effect of feature reduction on these classification algorithms. Term-grouping in the subspace method is explored, together with two other dimensionality reduction schemes: optimal term selection and principal component analysis (PCA).
FEATURE REPRESENTATION
We adopt the commonly used 'bag-of-words' [12] document representation scheme (vector space model), in which we ignore the structure of a document and the order of words in the document. The feature vectors represent the words observed in the documents. The word-list W = (w 1 , . . . , w d ) in the training set consists of all the distinct words (also called terms) that appear in the training samples after removing the stopwords [13] (those words which are not helpful for retrieval, such as 'the', 'some' and 'of') and the low-frequency words (which only occur once in the training examples). Typically, there can be thousands of features in document classification (the number of commonly used English words is about 50,000). Given a document D, its feature (term) vector is represented by T = (t 1 , . . . , t d ) constructed from W. The value of each component of T could be either binary (a value of 1 indicates whether the corresponding word appeared in the document) or an integer representing the number of times the corresponding word was observed. In this paper we use binary representation. Frequency representation is also used in the nearest neighbour classifier and the subspace method classifier to calculate the weight for each term. One training example of the business news group after Web document parsing and stopwords and low-frequency words removal is also shown in Appendix A. The value of d (total number of different terms) is a function of the training data. For our training data, d = 4724.
CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS
In the following sections, we briefly describe the naive Bayes classifier, nearest neighbour and decision tree classification methods used in our study and introduce our use of the subspace method for document classification.
Naive Bayes classifier
The naive Bayes classifier [12] has been successfully used in the Rainbow text classification system [8] . Let C = (c 1 , . . . , c m ) be m document classes. Given a new unlabelled document D and its corresponding word-list W = (w 1 , . . . , w d ) (defined in the same way as the wordlist for the training set), the naive Bayes approach assigns D to a class c * NB as follows:
where P(c j ) is the a priori probability of class c j and P(w i |c j ) is the conditional probability of word w i given class c j . The underlying assumption of the naive Bayes approach is that for a given class c j , the probabilities of words occurring in a document are independent of each other. When the size of the training set is small, the relative frequency estimates of probabilities, P(w i |c j ), will not be reasonable; if a word never appears in the given training data, its relative frequency estimate will be zero. Instead, we applied the Laplace law of succession [14] to estimate P(w i |c j ). The estimate of the probability P(w i |c j ) is given as:
where n j is the total number of words in class c j , n i j is the number of occurrences of word w i in class c j and k j is the vocabulary size of class c j . This is the result of the Bayesian estimation with a uniform prior assumption, i.e. probabilities of the occurrence of words appearing in class c j are equally likely.
Nearest neighbour classifier
The nearest neighbour decision rule assigns the new unlabelled document D to the document class c j if the training pattern closest to D is from class c j . We use the TF-IDF (TF is the term frequency in a document and IDF is the inverse document frequency) weighting scheme and use the cosine similarity [15] instead of Euclidean distance to measure the similarity of the two documents. Given two documents D 1 and D 2 , their corresponding weighted feature vectors are
, where δ ki is the weight of word w i in document k (TF-IDF). The similarity between D 1 and D 2 is then defined as:
where · denotes the norm of the vector.
Decision tree classifier
Decision trees are one of the most widely used inductive learning methods. Their robustness to noisy data and their capability to learn disjunctive expressions seem suitable for document classification. One of the most well known decision tree algorithms is ID3 [16] and its successor C4.5 [17] and C5. 1 It is a top-down method which recursively constructs a decision tree classifier. At each level of the tree, ID3 selects the attribute that has the highest information gain [12] . For our experiments, we chose the C5 decision tree package since it has many nice features over its predecessor ID3 and C4.5. For example, the rulesets used in C5 are more accurate, faster and require less memory. 2 Furthermore, adaptive boosting [18] is incorporated into the software. The basic idea of boosting is to generate n (n > 1, n is specified by the user) classifiers (either decision trees or rule sets) instead of one. The i th classifier is constructed by examining the errors made by the (i − 1)th classifier. When a new document is to be classified, a voting scheme based on n classifiers is used to determine the final class of the document.
Subspace method
The subspace model [19] decomposes a given feature space into m subregions of lower dimensionality (subspaces), where each region is a representative feature space for its corresponding pattern class c i , i = 1, . . . , m. A test document is classified based on a comparison of its compressed representation in each feature space with that of different classes. We apply this model to document classification as follows.
denote the term-vector in the original d-dimensional feature space, corresponding to the word-list of the training
, where w k i are the words observed in class c k . Given a vector T in the original feature space, the weighted projection k of vector T on the subspace L k is defined as:
where 
where CLASSFREQ j k denotes the ratio of the number of documents in which the term w j occurred in c k to the number of documents in c k and DOCFREQ j represents the ratio of the number of documents in all classes in which the term w j occurred to the size of the training samples.
For a new document D, the subspace decision rule classifies D to the class on whose subspace its term-vector T has the largest projection in terms of the Euclidean vector norm.
COMBINATION OF MULTIPLE CLASSIFIERS (CMC)
A number of researchers have shown that combining different classifiers can improve the classification accuracy [20, 21, 22] . Larkey and Croft [21] applied weighted linear combinations of different classifiers to the medical document domain, where the weights were assigned by the user. Another CMC approach is dynamic classifier selection (DCS) [20, 22] , where a single classifier is selected which has the highest local accuracy in small regions of feature space surrounding the test sample presented to the system. We investigated three different combination approaches: simple voting, DCS and our own approach of adaptive classifier combination (ACC). 
Simple voting
For each test document, we classify it to class c i , where a majority of the classifiers individually assign the test document to class c i .
Dynamic classifier selection (DCS)
We implemented a version of DCS described in [20, 22] . For a test document D, we use the k-nearest neighbour approach to find the neighbourhood of D and the 'leave-oneout' method [23] is applied on the training data to find the local accuracy in the neighbourhood of D. We used the 'soft' measure [22] of the local accuracy, where the weight of each neighbour of D is the cosine similarity measure between D and that neighbour. See Figure 1a for the illustration.
Adaptive classifier combination (ACC)
Instead of selecting the best classifier with the highest local accuracy for a test document, we assign the document to class c i , which is the class identified by the classifier that has the highest local accuracy among all the classifiers. See Figure 1b for the illustration. The outline of our algorithm, given n classifiers, is described as follows. 
DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION
Document classification is often characterized by the high dimensionality (thousands of features) of the associated feature space and a relatively small number of training samples. We must, therefore, guard against the potential problems of 'curse of dimensionality' [24] . We study three feature dimensionality reduction approaches: feature selection, feature extraction and the proposed term grouping.
Feature selection
One way to reduce the number of features in document classification is to select a subset of the best terms from the entire feature space. In this paper, we use the individual best features approach, where terms are sorted by their weights and the top n terms with the highest weights are selected. We use mutual information as suggested in [25] to assign weights to the terms. Other weighting schemes have been used in best-term subset selection [15, 10] . Traditional feature selection approaches in pattern recognition, such as sequential forward/backward selection and 'plus l-take away r ' selection [26] may perform better, but they are often much more expensive in terms of computational cost. This is a major consideration in high dimensional feature spaces encountered in document classification problems.
Feature extraction
Another method of dimensionality reduction is to map original measurements into a more effective lower dimen- 
is maximum, subject to
The value λ k is the kth largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix which can be estimated using the training samples byˆ
The vector e k is the kth eigenvector of the covariance matrix corresponding to λ k . With the p-dimensional eigenspace defined, training vectors, T * 1 , . . . , T * N , can be represented as a set of pdimensional feature vectors, ξ 1 , . . . , ξ p :
where e = (e 1 , . . . , e p ). The sum of the first p eigenvalues is the 'variance' retained in the subspace, while the sum of all the d eigenvalues is the 'variance' in the original pattern space [27] . We can choose p such that (
where ν is a user-specified value representing the desired 'variance' retained in the p-dimensional subspace.
Term grouping in subspace
The occurrences of different words in documents are usually not independent; there are correlations between words in a group of documents. Wulfekuhler and Punch [28] applied K -means clustering within each document category to find clusters of words for that document class. To capture the correlation of all word-pairs, we construct a bigram matrix for each document class k.
matrix with b i j representing the number of documents from class c k in which both the term w * i and term w * j jointly appeared. A complete-link hierarchical clustering algorithm is applied to the proximity matrix B k . The resulting dendrogram (tree) is then cut into p term-groups, where p is a user-specified parameter. Let the term-groups be denoted as T * k = (h 1 , . . . , h p ) , where
where (12) and I is the n i -dimensional unit vector.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The data used in our experiments are the news items downloaded from the Yahoo news group. We preprocess the HTML news items by (i) document parsing (remove headers and tags in the HTML files) and (ii) removing stopwords and low-frequency words as mentioned earlier.
We have used a total of 814 documents belonging to seven different classes (business (B), entertainment (E), health (H), international (I), politics (P), sports (S) and technology (T)) for training and two test data sets (news items at different time intervals, see Table 1 ). There are 265 distinct terms (only observed in at most one of the classes) in the training data and 75 terms are common among all the categories. On average, a document contains about 120 words.
Using the 814 training documents, we compared the four classification algorithms (naive Bayes classifier (NB), nearest neighbour classifier (NN), decision tree classifier (DT) and the subspace classifier (SS)) on our two test data sets. Table 2 shows a comparison of the recognition rates (precision) using these four classification algorithms individually. The experimental results show that all four classification algorithms perform reasonably well; the naive Bayes approach performs the best on test data set1, but the subspace method outperforms all others on test data set2. Confusion matrices of the classification results using NB on test set1 and using SS on test set2 are shown in Tables 3  and 4 , respectively.
Results of multiple classifier combinations using different combination approaches are summarized in Table 5 . We set k = 20 (neighbourhood size) in our experiments. Note that for these two test data sets, there was no significant improvement by using a combination of classifiers. This shows that the performance of classifier combinations is data dependent.
We used the PCA method to project the original feature space onto a lower dimensional subspace. We retained 90% of the variance with about 500 eigenvectors. Since the derived features obtained by the PCA method are linear combinations of the original features, we lose information about individual words in the document, so the naive Bayes method cannot be used on this reduced feature set. We applied the nearest neighbour algorithm and the decision tree classifier using the reduced feature space. Table 6 shows a comparison of the two classification algorithms (nearest neighbour and decision tree) before and after using the PCA feature reduction technique on test set1. We can see that the performance of the DT classifier is improved by using the PCA feature extraction strategy, while the performance of the NN classifier is not affected very much. We apply our term-grouping technique to the subspace method. A total of 30 term groups were chosen in our experiment. A comparison of the recognition rates before and after using the term-grouping technique on data set1 is shown in Table 7 . It shows that the performance of the SS method improved marginally with the term-grouping technique.
We also used mutual information to weigh the words appearing in the training documents; a subset of the words with the highest weights was selected. We compared the four classifiers (NB, NN, DT and SS) using this feature selection technique. Figure 2 shows the recognition rate of 
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have applied four different classification methods (NB, NN, DT and SS) to the problem of document categorization. These methods were evaluated individually and when used in combination. Since document classification involves high-dimensional feature space, we also studied the effect of different feature reduction techniques (the individual best feature selection, PCA and term grouping) on the performance of these classifiers. The seven classes of Yahoo news items used in our experiments have a large overlap of words in their documents (e.g. in 2,948 total words, there are 1,096 common words between international and politics news categories, 744 out of 2,468 words are common between business and technology news groups), so this is a difficult classification problem. We can make the following observations based on our experimental results.
(1) All the four classifiers perform reasonably well on our data sets. Weiss et al. [5] reported that the accuracy of human judgement of 1000 messages on 10 USENET news groups (misc. Table 8 . (2) The naive Bayes method works well on our news data set, despite the 'independence' assumption which is not [27] . However, LDA requires a huge amount of memory space when used for high dimensional feature vectors. (6) There is no significant 'peak' in classification performance observed in our experiments with feature selection. In particular, the performance of NB improves as the number of features increase (which is different from the results obtained in [9] ). Additionally, NB does not use a small number of features effectively (which is also different from the observation in [9] that 10 features for Reuters news groups performed the best). This indicates that our data set is less separable than the Reuters newswire. (7) The problem with feature selection is that the small number of selected words may not generalize well to new documents. However, the advantage of dimensionality reduction is not only to improve the recognition rate (eliminate the problem of overfitting), but the reduced number of features leads to lower time and space complexities. The term-grouping method reduces the feature dimensionality and overcomes the generalization problem of feature selection, while maintaining the performance of the classifier. 
APPENDIX A. EXAMPLE OF A TRAINING SAMPLE
We show one of the training examples from Yahoo news groups after Web document parsing and their word list (used to construct the feature vector) after stopwords and lowfrequency words removal (Figure 3) .
APPENDIX B. EXAMPLES OF MISCLASSIFICATION
We show some examples of Yahoo news items that were misclassified (Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7) . By looking at the contents of these news items, these misclassifications do not appear to be unreasonable.
Minimum Wage Rises -Nearly 7 million Americans are getting a raise on this Labor Day. The federal minimum wage is rising to $5.15 an hour. Fast food workers, retail clerks, gas station attendants and others will be earning 40 cents an hour more when they report to work as the second phase of the hike goes into effect. It was first raised to $4.75 last Oct. 1. According to a report to be issued tomorrow by the Economic Policy Institute, most of the 6.8 million workers affected by the minimum wage hike are women who work in the service sector. The Washington, D.C.-based think tank's study found that in 18 states, more than 10 percent of the work force will be affected by the minimum wage increase. minimum wage rises _ nearly _ million americans ___ getting _ raise __ ____ labor day_ ___ federal minimum wage __ rising __ _____ __ hour_ fast food workers_ retail clerks_ gas station attendants ___ ______ ____ __ earning __ cents __ hour ____ ____ ____ report __ ____ __ ___ ______ phase __ ___ hike goes ____ effect_ __ ___ _____ raised __ _____ ____ oct_ __ according __ _ report __ __ issued tomorrow __ ___ economic policy institute_ ____ __ ___ ___ million workers affected __ ___ minimum wage hike ___ women ___ ____ __ ___ service sector_ ___ washington_ _____based _____ tank__ study found ____ __ __ _______ ____ ____ __ percent __ ___ ____ force ____ __ affected __ ___ minimum wage increase_ (a) (b) Yeltsin Drops Hint on Third Term-Eleven months after life-saving heart surgery, President Boris Yeltsin is hinting that he might consider running for a third term. On a visit to the city of Nizhny Novgorod, the 66-year-old president was asked Thursday if there was any chance he would run again in the year 2000. Yeltsin replied: "My friends and colleagues have forbidden me from talking about this." A month ago, he flatly denied that he would seek re-election. Whether Yeltsin is really willing or able, legally or physically, to lead Russia into the 21st century, no one can say. The 1993 Russian constitution limits presidents to two terms. 
